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Bedrock Geology of Jefferson County, Wisconsin

Located in southeast Wisconsin, Jefferson County is almost entirely blanketed by sediments that were delivered or shaped by the ice sheet that covered this area during the last ice age. New mapping interprets the distribution of the bedrock surface that is buried beneath those glacial sediments as interpreted by three drill cores, over 13,000 well...
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Located in southeast Wisconsin, Jefferson County is almost entirely blanketed by sediments that were delivered or shaped by the ice sheet that covered this area during the last ice age. New mapping interprets the distribution of the bedrock surface that is buried beneath those glacial sediments as interpreted by three drill cores, over 13,000 well...
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Located in southeast Wisconsin, Jefferson County is almost entirely blanketed by sediments that were delivered or shaped by the ice sheet that covered this area during the last ice age. New mapping interprets the distribution of the bedrock surface that is buried beneath those glacial sediments as interpreted by three drill cores, over 13,000 well...
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GIS Data for the Bedrock Geology of Jefferson County, Wisconsin [dataset 1]

From the dataset abstract

Located in southeast Wisconsin, Jefferson County is almost entirely blanketed by sediments that were delivered or shaped by the ice sheet that covered this area during the last ice age. New mapping interprets the distribution of the bedrock surface that is buried beneath those glacial sediments as interpreted by three drill cores, over 13,000 well construction reports, examination of well cuttings, and 34 geochemical profiles of boreholes. This mapping will support parallel efforts to characterize how the bedrock affects groundwater quality. Includes map, 5-page report, geochemical data, raster of bedrock elevation surface, and GIS data in the geologic map schema (GeMS) format.

Source: Bedrock Geology of Jefferson County, Wisconsin
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"We intend to ... expand our list of supported contributor roles in a future update."
Joint Statement on Research Data
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Nov. 28th, 2023; https://doi.org/10.5438/cstd-5t12

“...

recognising the need for an amplified focus on data citation

...

twelve best practices in research data sharing

...

8. Repositories and publishers connect articles and datasets through persistent identifier connections in the metadata and reference lists...”